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1. Important Safety Information

1.1 Health & Safety at Work Act 1974
Section 6(a) of this Act requires manufacturers to advise their customers on the safety and the handling precautions 
to be observed when installing, operating, maintaining and servicing their products. The user’s attention is therefore 
drawn to the following:

• The appropriate sections of this manual must be read before working on the equipment.
• Installation, operating and maintenance must only be carried out by suitably trained/qualified personnel.
• Normal safety precautions must be taken and appropriate procedures observed to avoid accidents.

Refer to Dutypoint for any technical advice or product information. It is the responsibility of the customer and/or the 
contractor:

• To ensure that anyone working on the equipment is wearing all necessary protective gear/clothing;
• Is aware of appropriate health & safety warnings and to read the information in this manual.

1.2 Safety Messages and Hazard Statement
Table 1.1: Hazard Notice Definitions

1.3 Qualified Personnel

WARNING
This product is intended for operation by qualified personnel only
• Only qualified personnel are allowed to install or operate this equipment
• Qualified personnel are defined as trained staff, who are authorised to install, commission and maintain 

equipment, systems and circuits in accordance with relevant laws and regulations. Personnel must be 
familiar with the instructions and safety procedures described in this document.

• This product should not be used by anyone with mental disabilities, or anyone without the relevant 
experience and knowledge, unless they have received instructions on using the equipment and on the 
associated risks, or are supervised by a responsible person.

• Children must be supervised to ensure they do not play on or around the equipment.

1.4 Environmental Protection
All local regulations and codes regarding emissions and waste disposal must be followed. This may include:

• Reporting of emissions to appropriate authorities

Message Level Definition

DANGER A hazardous situation which, if not avoided, will result in death or serious injury

WARNING A hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in death or serious injury

CAUTION A hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in minor injury or 
moderate injury

ELECTRICAL HAZARD Risks associated with electricity will cause hazards if not properly avoided

Note A situation which may arise resulting in undesirable conditions and/or will not 
cause direct hazards to persons
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• Sorting, recycling and disposal of solid or liquid waste
• Clean-up of spills
• Separate disposal of electrical components from domestic waste

1.5 Mechanical Device Servicing
• Familiarise yourself with the relevant contents of this manual
• Installation, maintenance and repair work must only be carried out by trained, skilled and suitably qualified 

personnel.
• Disconnect or lock-out the power source to ensure that the item(s) will remain inoperative. Locking out the 

equipment by switching off the release mechanism or set value WILL NOT prevent accidental starting.
• Allow the item(s) to cool if over-heated.
• CLOSE the isolating valves on the suction and discharge connections of the affected item(s).
• If working on pump, VENT slowly and cautiously – Refer to the relevant section of this manual.
• DRAIN the pump(s).

1.6 Pump Hand Control Mode (Where Fitted)
In the 'HAND' position the pump(s) controlled by the switch will normally run at full speed and completely 
independently of any control devices, and can result in pump(s) running against a closed valve head if there is no 
draw. This can cause the system to be maintained at the maximum pressure produced by the pump plus any 
incoming pressure and additional pressure caused by water surge and can potentially damage the pump and other 
parts of the system.

The 'HAND' option should only be used with a competent operator in attendance, or when there is a continued 
demand sufficient to provide constant flow through the pumps to maintain the running pressure of the system to an 
acceptable level.

1.7 Personal Protective Equipment
Use personal safety equipment according to the site conditions and employer regulations. This may include, but may 
not be limited to:

• Hard hat
• Safety goggles with side shields
• Protective footwear
• Protective gloves
• Respirator
• Ear protection
• First aid kid
• Safety devices

1.8 Precautions Before Commencing Work
Ensure that the following safety precautions are complied with before commencing work:

• Provide a suitable barrier around the work area
• Ensure all safety guards and in place and secure
• Ensure you have a clear path of exit
• Ensure that the product cannot roll or fall over and cause damage to persons or property
• Ensure all lifting equipment is in good condition and rated for the intended task
• Use a lifting harness, safety line and respirator as required
• Allow hot components to cool before handling them
• Ensure that product has been thoroughly cleaned
• Disconnect and lock out power supply, ensuring that it cannot be accidentally re-connected
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• Check for any risk of explosion before using hand tools

1.9 Precautions During Work
• Never work alone
• Always wear protective clothing and hand protection
• Stay clear of suspended loads
• Always use appropriate lifting devices
• Beware of risks of sudden starts of any automated equipment such as level control
• Beware of starting jerks of electric motors - these can be powerful
• Do not exceed the stated operating limits of equipment
• Do not remove vent plugs from a pressurised system - ensure pressurised components are relieved of 

pressure before disassembly
• Ensure guards are in place during operation

1.10 Hazardous Fluids and Chemicals
If hazardous chemicals come into contact with skin or eyes, use the following procedures:

1.11 Electrical Safety - High Voltages
This information is especially applicable when Variable Speed Controllers (Inverters) are fitted to pumps.

When the inverter variable speed drive head is connected to the power supply the components of the power unit as 
well as certain components of the master control unit – are also connected to the power supply.

DANGER!
Touching these components can seriously endanger life!
• Before removing the frequency inverter cover, the system must be disconnected from the power supply
• After switching off the power supply wait at least 5 minutes before starting work on or in the inverter drive 

head - the capacitors in the intermediate circuit must be given time to discharge completely via the discharge 
restors.

ELECTRICAL HAZARD
Up to 800V can be present - if there are faults this can be higher
• All work carried out when the frequency inverter is open must be performed only by suitably qualified and 

properly authorised personnel.

Condition Action

Chemicals or 
hazardous fluids in 
eyes

1) Hold your eyelids apart forcibly with your fingers
2) Rinse the eyes with eyewash or running water for at least 15 minutes
3) Seek medical attention

Chemicals or 
hazardous fluids on 
skin

1) Remove contaminated clothing
2) Wash the skin with soap and water for at least 1 minute
3) Seek medical attention
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ELECTRICAL HAZARD
THE SYSTEM MUST ONLY BE OPERATED WHEN IT HAS BEEN CORRECTLY EARTHED AND PIPES
BONDED TO EARTH IN ACCORDANCE WITH IEE REGULATIONS
• When connecting external control wires care must be taken not to short circuit adjacent components. Bare 

cable ends which are not in use must be insulated.

1.12 Electronic Safety Devices
• Inverter drives contain electronic safety devices which switch off the control element in the event of a fault 

developing.
• A motor can also be stopped by ‘mechanical blocking’
• If it is switched off electronically, the motor is disconnected from the mains voltage supply via the electronics 

in the inverter drive.
• Voltage fluctuation and power failures (temporary outages) can cause the motor to switch itself off.

WARNING
A motor will have zero current but will remain energised as it stops
• Take necessary precautions - the motor is not voltage-free in the circuit itself

WARNING
Repair of faults can cause items to start up again unexpectedly
• Ensure the motor is isolated before commencing any work

WARNING
High voltage tests of inverters may damage the electrical components.
• Bridge before the incoming/outgoing terminals L-L2-L3 and U-V-W.
• To avoid incorrect metering by capacitors incorporated in the electronic circuits, isolate the motor from the 

inverter drive head.

1.13 Spare Parts

WARNING
Use of non-genuine spare parts may cause damage to equipment, damage to property and voiding of
warranty
• Use genuine, Dutypoint-approved spare parts only
• If in doubt, contact Dutypoint Service on 01452 300590.
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1.14 Transportation and Lifting

WARNING: LIFTING HAZARDS
• Stay clear of suspended loads
• Observe accident prevention regulations in force
• Do not damage the cables during transports; so not squeeze, bend or dray the cable
• Always keeps the cable ends dry
• Secure the unit against tipping over and slipping until it is mounted and fixed in its final location
• Lift and handle the product carefully, using suitable lifting equipment (stacker, crane, crane mounting device, 

lifting blocks, sling ropes, etc.)
• Always lift the unit by its lifting handle
• This equipment has not been designed to lift people, and should not be used in this way.

WARNING: ASSEMBLED SYSTEMS ARE HEAVY
• This equipment has been designed to be lifted by crane
• Failure to properly lift and support this equipment can result in serious physical injury and/or equipment 

damage,
• Lift equipment only at the specifically identified lifting points.
• Lifting devices such as eye bolts, slings and spreaders must be rated, selected and used for the entire load 

being lifted
• Select the appropriate lifting points
• Slings should be sized in accordance with the gross weight of the product that is being lifted.
• To minimise tension in legs a sling angle of 20-30° is recommended & appropriate lifting shackles should 

be used. See Figure 1.1: Lifting best practice (p. 9).

1) Inspect the package
a) Inspect the package for damage or missing items upon delivery
b) Note any damaged or missing items on the shipping paperwork and contact Dutypoint immediately
c) File a claim with the shipping company if anything is out of order
d) If the product has been picked up at a distributor, file a claim with the distributor

2) Inspect the unit
a) Remove packing materials from the product
b) Dispose of all packing materials in accordance with local regulations
c) Inspect the product to determine if any parts have been damaged or are missing
d) If applicable, unfasten the product by removing any screw, bolts or straps. For your personal safety, be 

careful when you handle nails and straps.
e) Contact Dutypoint if you have any issues.

3) Attach appropriate lifting equipment
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Figure 1.1: Lifting best practice

1.15 Storage
The product must be stored in a covered and dry location free from heat, dirt and vibrations.

NOTE: Protect the product against humidity, heat sources and mechanical damage
NOTE: Do not place heavy weights on the packed product

1.16 Disposal
At the end of its working life, this product should not be disposed of with standard household waste, but rather 
dropped off at a collection point for the disposal of Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) for recycling.

Figure 1.2: Waste Symbol

This is confirmed by the Waste Symbol found on the product, user manual or packaging.
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Defending on their characteristics the materials may be recycled. Through recycling and other forms of processing 
Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment, you can make a significant contribution towards helping to protect the 
environment.

Please contact your local authorities for information on the collection point nearest you.

1.17 Potable Water Safety
According to HSE guidance, all water systems should be cleaned, flushed and disinfected as specified in BS EN 806 
and BS 8558.

A risk assessment should be performed before commissioning to identify and take into account the potential for 
stagnation as this may lead to microbial growth where buildings are not to be fully occupied immediately.

WARNING
The temperature of stored water must be kept below 23° to prevent bacteria growth.
• Storage cisterns should be regularly checked for signs of stagnation or microbial growth
• See HSE guidance for more details: www.hse.gov.uk/legionnaires
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2. System Overview

The Dutypoint VG booster set consists of 2 or 3 variable speed electrical pumps connected in parallel. The pumps 
are mounted on a common base plate with suction and discharge manifolds, isolation valves, non-return valves, a 
pressure gauge, pressure transducers, and control panel. The system must be equipped with pressure vessels 
(supplied). The product can be used to pump clean, cold water only. The product cannot be used in closed loop 
systems. Suitable applications are as follows:

• Default: pressure regulation (open loop systems)
• Level and flow regulation (open loop systems)
• Irrigation applications with single or multiple pumps

Figure 2.3: Model Codes

Figure 2.4: System Components

Table 2.2: Technical Data
Input Voltage 230V ±10%

Supply Frequency 50/60Hz ±2

Max Input Current See rating plate

Enclosure Protection IP55

Storage Relative Humidity 5%-95%

VG2-5HME06-LSM
Model Prefix

Number of Pumps

Nominal Flow Rate Per Pump (m3/h)

Pump Type (Horizontal Multistage, Canned Rotor)

Pump Stages

Lowara Pumps

Smart Pump Control

Single Phase Electrical Supply

Control Panel

Pump

Baseplate

Priming ConnectionDamper

Suction Manifold

Suction On-Off Valve

Non-Return Valve

Delivery On-Off Valve

Pressure Transducer

Pressure Gauge

Tank Connection

Delivery Manifold

Bracket Support
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Ambient Temperature -20°C - +50°C

Max Altitude 1000m above sea level

Sound Pressure LpA <62 dB @ 3000 rpm

Maximum Operating Pressure See rating plate

Liquid Temperature 0 - 60°C
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3. Storage and Transportation

3.1 Inspect the Package
1) Inspect the package for damage or missing items upon delivery
2) Note any damaged or missing items on the shipping paperwork and contact Dutypoint immediately
3) File a claim with the shipping company if anything is out of order
4) If the product has been picked up at a distributor, file a claim with the distributor

3.2 Storage Guidelines
The product must be stored in a covered and dry location free from heat, dirt and vibrations.

NOTE: Protect the product against humidity, heat sources and mechanical damage
NOTE: Do not place heavy weights on the packed product
NOTE: See section on storage limits

3.3 Inspect the Unit
1) Remove packing materials from the product
2) Dispose of all packing materials in accordance with local regulations
3) Inspect the product to determine if any parts have been damaged or are missing
4) If applicable, unfasten the product by removing any screw, bolts or straps. For your personal safety, be careful 

when you handle nails and straps.
5) Contact Dutypoint if you have any issues.

3.4 Transportation Guidelines

WARNING: LIFTING HAZARDS
• Stay clear of suspended loads
• Observe accident prevention regulations in force
• Do not damage the cables during transports; so not squeeze, bend or dray the cable
• Always keeps the cable ends dry
• Secure the unit against tipping over and slipping until it is mounted and fixed in its final location
• Lift and handle the product carefully, using suitable lifting equipment (stacker, crane, crane mounting device, 

lifting blocks, sling ropes, etc.)
• Always lift the unit by its lifting handle

WARNING: ASSEMBLED PUMP SYSTEMS ARE HEAVY
• Failure to properly lift and support this equipment can result in serious physical injury and/or equipment 

damage,
• Lift equipment only at the specifically identified lifting points.
• Lifting devices such as eye bolts, slings and spreaders must be rated, selected and used for the entire load 

being lifted
• Select the appropriate lifting points see Figure 3.5: Lifting
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Figure 3.5: Lifting
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4. Mechanical Installation

4.1 Site Checklist

DANGER:
• Never install the unit in an explosive or flammable environment

WARNING:
• Always refer to local regulations, legislation and codes in force regarding the selection of installation site, 

and water and power connections.
• Keep the documentation, drawings and diagrams accessible for detailed installation and operation 

instructions. It is important that the manual is available for equipment operators.
• Ensure that the ingress protection rating of the unit (IP55) is suitable for the installation environment.

CAUTION:
• Ingress protection (IP55) can only be guaranteed if the unit is properly closed
• Make sure that there is no liquid on the unit before opening the control panel and plastic cover of the 

frequency inverter unit
• Ensure all cable glands and unused holes for glands are properly sealed
• Make sure that the panel and plastic cover of the frequency inverter is correctly closed
• Device damage through contamination: do not leave the unit without the terminal box cover
• Remove straps, dirty and solid parts from inside the control panel and frequency inverter unit

4.2 Unit Installation
• Install the unit according to the system’s liquid flow
• Usually arrows on the pump housing show flow and rotating direction
• The standard rotating direction for the unit is clockwise (seen from the fan cover). For more information contact 

Dutypoint.
• The unit must be installed according to Figure 4.6: Installation Diagram.
• Always install a black flow-prevention device on the suction side
• Install the unit in a well-ventilated room, allowing sufficient clearance (0.5m) on all sides and front for 

maintenance. Guarantee 0.5m height above the highest part
• It is recommended to install an isolation valve immediately after the unit
• It is recommended to install a drain valve for testing if no tap has been provided near the unit
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Figure 4.6: Installation Diagram

4.3 Piping
• The pipes that are connected to the set must be adequately sized (if possible, according to manifold diameter). 

You can use either end of the manifold, but do not forget to plug the unused end
• Suction pipe and foot valve must be of sufficient size to prevent excessive flow resistance and the consequent 

cavitation

NOTE: To prevent undue stress, expansion joints and suitable pipe supports should be provided. The weight of the 
pipes and tanks increases when they are filled with water. Before starting the pump set, make sure you have closed 
and tightened all the unused couplings.

4.4 Protection Against Dry Running
The standard control panel is ready for connection of a common float switch applicable for open tanks or a minimum 
pressure switch on the suction side (recommended value 0.2-0.4 bar). When the minimum pressure conditions are 
restored, the pumps start up automatically. If protection against dry running is considered superfluous, do not 
remove the jumper on the terminal in the panel. The correct terminal numbers are specified in the wiring diagram 
found inside the panel.

NOTE: 
• Factory setting: the pump drive has factory-enabled software protection
• No dry running control: the booster set comes from the factory with the jumper already installed, which 

disables the control

4.5 Outside Installation
When the unit is installed outdoors, a suitable cover must be provided. The cover must be sized to ensure that the 
pump set is not exposed to snow, rain or direct sunlight.
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5. Electrical Installation

5.1 Precautions

WARNING: EQUIPMENT HAZARD
• Rotating shafts and electrical equipment can be hazardous. All electrical work must conform to national and 

local electrical codes. Installation, start-up and maintenance must be performed by trained and qualified 
personnel. Failure to follow these guidelines could result in death or serious injury.

WARNING: ELECTRICAL HAZARD
• All electrical wiring must be carried out by an authorised electrician, in accordance with the local regulations 

in force.

NOTE: For electrical connections, see the wiring diagram inside the control panel.

5.2 Electrical Requirements
The local regulations in force overrule specified requirements below.

Check that the following requirements are met:

• The electrical leads are protected from high temperature, vibrations and collisions
• The current type and voltage of the mains connection must correspond to the specifications on the data plate 

on the control panel
• Make sure that the supply cable can handle the rated current of the booster unit and connect it to the 

corresponding terminals in the control panel. The wiring diagram and the labels on the panel provide the 
necessary information for connection and the required power supply values.

• Connect the power supply cable to the L - N terminals, PE to grounding terminal
• Cables, when visible, must be suitably protected
• The power supply line is provided with a high sensitivity differential switch (30mA) [RCD] suitable for earth fault 

currents with DC or pulsating DC content (a type B RCD is suggested)
• A mains isolator switch with a contact gap of at least 3mm.

NOTE: In its standard configuration, the pump set is shipped with a control panel. When the unit is sold without a 
control panel, one must be installed to match the ratings of the pump(s). Incorrect combinations will lead to failure 
to guarantee protection of the unit.
Check that the following requirements are met:

• The control must protect the pump against short circuit. A time lag fuse or a circuit breaker (type C model is 
suggested) can be used to protect the pump.

• The pump has built-in overload and thermal protection, no additional overload protection is required.

ELECTRICAL HAZARD
• Before starting work on the unit, make sure that the unit and the control panel are isolated from the power 

supply and cannot be energised.
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ELECTRICAL HAZARD
• Always connect the external protection conductor to ground (earth) terminal before making other electrical 

connections.
• All electrical equipment must be ground (earth) connected. This applies to the pump unit and related 

equipment.
• Verify the pump ground terminal is earthed

• Keep the ground wire connections as short as possible
• Use high-strand wire to reduce electrical noise (recommended)

5.3 Wire Type and Ratings
In its standard configuration, the booster set comes with motor power cables and control cables. If the motor power 
cable or control cable, or both, must be replaced or added, see the Installation, Operation and Maintenance Manual 
for Lowara Smart Drive Pumps.

5.4 Power Supply Connection

WARNING
• Do not make any connection in the pump control box unless the power supply has been switched off for at 

least 4 minutes
• In its standard version, the booster set comes with motor power cables. If the power cable of the motor must 

be replaced or added, fit a new one of a cross-section that is suited to the maximum current consumption 
of the motor

For control panel connection, see the wiring diagram inside the control panel.

For frequency inverter unit connection, see the Installation, Operation and Maintenance manual for Lowara Smart 
Drive pumps.
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6. Operating the Pump Set

In case of co-existence of two or more of the following conditions:

• High ambient temperature
• High liquid temperature
• Duty points insisting on unit maximum power
• Persisting under-voltage of mains,

Lift expectancy of the pump set may be affected and/or de-rating may occur. Contact Dutypoint for more information.

6.1 Discharge Time

WARNING
• Disconnect and lock out electrical power and wait for 4 minutes.
• Failure to wait the specified time after power has been removed before performing service or repair could 

result in death or serious injury.

ELECTRICAL HAZARD
frequency inverters contain DC-link capacitors that can remain changed even when the unit is not pow-
ered
• Disconnect the AC mains
• Disconnect any permanent magnet type motors
• Disconnect any remote DC-link power supplies, including battery backups and DC-link connections to other 

frequency converters.
• Wait for the capacitors to discharge completely before performing any service or repair work

6.2 Start or Stop the Unit
The starting and stopping of the pump are determined based on the unit to be controlled (pressure, level) settings 
of the controller. Each inverter is connected to a sensor. The inverters share all the information and provide for cyclic 
duty changeover.

ELECTRICAL HAZARD
• Disconnect the power supply before making any adjustments.

NOTE: For settings, refer to the Lowara Smart Drive manual.
• The pressure vessels supply water upon demand from an end user
• When the pressure drops below the PS value, the first pump is started; the speed is adjusted to maintain a 

constant pressure as the demand increases
• When the demand decreases the speed is decreased until minimum speed is reached; at this point one of the 

pumps is deactivated
• If the demand keeps increasing and the pump reached maximum speed, the second pumps is started and the 

speed is adjusted to maintain a constant pressure
• If the demand decreases further, the pump slows down, fills the pressure vessels and then stops when the PS 

value is reached.

If adjustments are required, consult the Lowara Smart Drive manual.
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See 8. Pressure Vessel for details of pressure vessel adjustment.

6.3 Startup
To start the pump set, proceed as follows:

1) Connect the water supply
2) Connect the power supply
3) Check the pressure vessel pre-charge value (see 8. Pressure Vessel)
4) Close the pump delivery valves
5) Prime the pump set and suction manifold
6) To supply power and set the inverter to manual mode operation, use the appropriate switch on the control 

panel
7) Start the first pump
8) Slowly open the pump delivery valve and bleed the air
9) Repeat the preceding operations for the other pumps
10) Set the inverters to automatic mode operation

To modify settings, after the set has been started, proceed as follows to modify the settings within the maximum 
pressure limits of the pumps or system, or both:

1) Determine the required pressure value
2) Set the new value on the control panel of one of the inverters; the setting is modified automatically on the other 

inverter also
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7. Commissioning

7.1 Installation and Commissioning Overview
Before shipment, all Dutypoint pump sets are pre-commissioned. Whilst important procedures such as venting and 
rotational direction checks need to be carried out on site, initial parameters including pressure settings and delay 
timers will be adjusted to suit the site conditions previously advised to Dutypoint.

In practice, a system can almost invariably be made to perform more efficiently if further re-commissioning is carried 
out on site.

Please note that engineer visits by Dutypoint are priced at one visit to commission one pump set. If there are multiple 
units on a site, special terms can be negotiated. To arrange a commissioning visit, please call the Technical Service 
Help line 01452 300590.

The following checks should be carried out at the initial installation before any run tests are performed.

WARNING
• Ensure that you have read and understood Section 1. Important Safety Information (p. 4).

7.2 Pipework and mechanical components
1) Ensure that the mounting area and any associated groundwork provides adequate support for the pump set.
2) Ensure all supports/brackets are in place and secure.
3) Verify all pipe joints are sealed and tight.

7.3 Electrical

WARNING
• These checks MUST be carried out by a competent electrician.
• Ensure that the power source is sufficient to allow the running of all pumps together where there are multiple 

pumps in the system. This also applies to ‘standby’ pumps.

1) Check the motor voltage and frequency information on all the motor nameplates and on controllers etc. corre-
spond with that of the source power supply.

2) Check that all electrical connections are correctly made and secure. Pay particular attention to earth and 
bonding connections.

3) Carry out specific checks for earth bonding.
4) Carry out NICEIC certification checks as required for the installation, e.g Earth Loop Impedance, Insulation 

Tests, etc.
5) Carry out any other pre-start checks recommended by the pump manufacturer. Refer to the pump manual in 

the Appendix of this manual. DO NOT POWER UP AT THIS STAGE.

7.4 Low Level Float Switch Wiring (Hydrovar or VASCO Systems 
only)
Terminal 1 and 3 require a normally closed contact in order to allow the pump set to operate. To facilitate this the 
unit will be supplied with a wire loop between 1 and 2. To install a low level float switch this loop has to be removed 
and the float switch wired to operate as an open on fail scenario.

If 2 or more float switches are required (due to twin compartment or multiple tanks) all float switches are wired into 
terminals 1 and 2 in parallel.
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Figure 7.7: Terminal Wiring

7.5 Final Checks Before Commissioning
1) Re-check all equipment for any accidental damage caused during installation.
2) Carry out the pre-charging and venting procedures described next.

7.6 Pressure Vessel Pre-Charging (If fitted)
Figure 7.8: Pressure Vessel Pre-charge

Before commissioning starts the pre-charge of the pressure vessels should be checked.

On variable speed systems the pre-charge air pressure for vessels should be 90% of the maximum pressure 
generated by the pump in the pipework system

e.g: If the maximum pressure generated by the pump in a system is 6 bar, this will require a pre-charge pressure of 
6 × 90% = 5.4 bar.

To verify the pre-charge pressure:

1) First check that the expansion or pressure vessel(s) are totally drained of water, and that the system is 
switched off and no electrical parts are live.

2) Locate the charging valve on each vessel, accessed by removing the plastic cover on the top of the vessel
3) Connect a portable pressure gauge with a measuring range compatible with the expected pressures in your 

application, which has a flexible hose and Schrader-type connector to the charging valve.
4) Check the pre-charge pressure above the diaphragm in each pressure vessel correspond to criteria given in 

the text above.
5) If necessary, release or add additional air to correct.

7.7 Venting Pumps
It is important to bleed all air from the pump body before initial start-up.

7.8 Procedure for flooded suction
Flooded Suction is defined as the condition where there is positive pressure on the suction (inlet) side of the pump(s) 
as is the case where the storage tank water level is at the same or higher level than the pump bleed point.

If installing a Dutypoint FS-series float switch, 

the following terminals should be used:

BROWN:  Terminal 1

BLACK: Terminal 2

BLUE: Not used - terminate safely

1 1 12 3 4
LOW 

LEVEL 

FLOAT FAILED SIGNAL 

FROM INVERTERS

1 2

1 32 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 32 4 5 6 7 8 9

Required Pressure (bar)

Pre-Charge Pressure (bar)
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This procedure should be carried out individually for each pump in the pump set.

1) Open all valves on the suction (inlet) side of the pump.
2) Using the vent screw at the top of the pump (refer to Appendix to locate), allow any air in the pump body and 

suction pipework to vent to atmosphere.
3) When water (under pressure from the storage tank feeding the pump on the suction side) escapes through 

the vent screw hole - and no more air bubbles can be seen - close the vent screw.
4) Switch on the electrical supply to the pump motor and start the pump in AUTO mode. As each motor starts 

verify that the direction of rotation correctly corresponds with the direction of the arrow shown on the body of 
the pump. If rotation is backward STOP, switch off the pump and investigate.

5) Slowly open the valve on the discharge manifold outlet to the system allowing water to be pumped into the 
system.

6) Switch off, re-close the discharge valve and repeat steps 3 to 6 several times to ensure that all air is released 
from the pump body and local pipework.

The above procedure should be carried out individually for each pump in the pump set.

It may be necessary to add the suction head of the break tank to the maximum head parameter for greater accuracy 
and to enable smoother running.

7.9 Procedure for Lift Suction
Lift Suction is defined where the water storage tank is at a lower level than the pump set. In this case a negative 
pressure condition may exist at the pump suction.

NOTE: The "Lift Suction" mode of operation requires specific venting procedures. Please call Dutypoint Systems 
Technical Support on +44 (0)1452 300590 for advice before attempting to vent the pump(s).
The advised procedure should then be carried out individually for each pump in the pump set.

7.10 Programming the Controller
Dutypoint Systems fit a design of Inverter/Controller that is most suitable for the design duty of the pump set.

Manufacturer’s information for them is detailed in the Appendices to this manual.

Carefully follow the appropriate step-by-step setting-up procedures contained in the manual, ensuring that any data 
required to be entered by the end user is accurately inserted where requested.

If in doubt please call Dutypoint Systems Technical Support on 01452 300590 for advice.

7.11 Operation and Performance Tests
Having checked that the pump set is installed, pre-charged, vented in accordance with the procedures set out earlier, 
carry out the following running tests before handing over the pump set for operational use.

1) Run each pump by selecting HAND (Manual) control.
2) Re-select to AUTO mode.
3) Create the conditions for a normal start and run and allow the selected ‘Duty’ pump to run. Whilst running 

observe the pressure values. Verify the pump motor speeds up / slows down in accordance with the desired 
control philosophy.

7.12 Duty/Standby Twin Pump Sets
1) On Duty/Standby sets, wait for a normal stop to take place (or create the conditions where this would happen) 

and check that the ‘Duty’ pump stops. Whilst stopped simulate a fault by inhibiting the ‘Duty’ pump and then 
recreate the conditions for a normal start to take place. Check that the ‘Standby’ Pump now starts and runs in 
place of the inhibited ‘Duty’ pump and observe the pressure values. Verify that the pump motor speeds up / 
slows down in accordance with the desired control philosophy.

2) Wait for a normal stop to take place (or create the conditions where this would happen) and check the 
‘Standby’ pump stops. Whilst stopped undo the inhibit to the ‘Duty’ pump which should now return to normal.
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7.13 Duty/Assist Twin Pump Sets
1) For ‘Duty/Assist’ applications, run the system up to pressure using the ‘Duty’ Pump only, then deliberately 

create the condition(s) which will require the ‘Assist’ Pump to operate as well. (e.g: open taps to reduce the 
pressure in the system to a point where one pump only cannot maintain the required output. Verify that the 
‘Assist’ Pump starts and runs together with the ‘Duty’ Pump and that the desired pressure is duly restored and 
maintained.

2) Close the taps again (thereby reducing the demand) and check the ‘Assist’ Pump slows down and stops, 
allowing the ‘Duty’ Pump to continue on its own.

7.14 Commissioning/Handover Check
1) Record any indicated voltage / amperage / pressure data / controller passwords for future reference.
2) Re-check all isolating valves are fully open and replace any cover(s).
3) With all the isolators ON and the switches and/or control programs set to AUTO, the pump set is now fully 

operational in automatic control mode.

NOTE: No manual operation or attendance is required other than for routine servicing and maintenance checks. 
Other than for maintenance purposes, the supply to the Controller(s) and the Pump motor(s) should never be 
switched off.
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8. Pressure Vessel

The pressure vessel supplied as part of your Dutypoint product is used to absorb and conserve the potential energy 
of pressurised liquid. Stored energy from liquid under pressure is transferred to the water system when required.

8.1 Installation Safety Notes
These notes are taken from the pressure vessel installation manual:

• This product is designed to hold water up to +110°C
• Never exceed the maximum working pressure and temperature of the expansion tank; ensure appropriate 

controls are installed for this purpose.
• During installation prepare adequate systems for drainage to limit damage caused by leakage from the tank, 

draining and venting.
• During installation the installer should account for external stress such as traffic, wind and earthquakes.
• Always install the appliance in conformity to current legislation.
• This product must be installed and regularly inspected by qualified personnel only.
• The manufacturer shall not be held liable for any personal or material damage caused by the product if 

installed and/or used improperly or in way anyhow diversely from manufacturer’s specifications.
• Exceeding temperature and pressure limits specified by the manufacturer will give cause to cancel any 

guarantee covering the product as well as any manufacturer’s liability.
• For fluids other than water, check compatibility before installing.
• The appliance must be installed in a safe place with access for authorized personnel only.
• The appliance must be protected by an appropriate earthing systems or isolated from the system by a 

dielectric joint.

8.2 Periodic Maintenance
Periodic maintenance is recommended at least twice a year and should be carried out by authorised specialised 
personnel only.

1) First check that the pressure vessel is totally drained of water, and that the system is switched off and no elec-
trical parts are live.

2) Check and, if necessary reset the pre-charge pressure, using the instructions below. Ensure that the pressure 
does not exceed the value specified in the procedure.

8.3 Checking and Adjusting Pressure Vessel Pre-Charge
Before commissioning starts and during every routine service, the pre-charge of the pressure vessels should be 
checked according to the following chart and instructions.

Figure 8.9: Pressure Vessel Pre-charge

On variable speed systems the pre-charge air pressure for vessels should be 90% of the maximum pressure 
generated by the pump in the pipework system

1 32 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 32 4 5 6 7 8 9

Required Pressure (bar)

Pre-Charge Pressure (bar)
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e.g: If the maximum pressure generated by the pump in a system is 6 bar, this will require a pre-charge pressure of 
6 × 90% = 5.4 bar.

To verify the pre-charge pressure:

1) First check that the expansion or pressure tank is totally drained of water and isolated.
2) Refer to Figure 8.10: Pre-Charging a Pressure Vessel (p. 27). Remove the air vent cover.
3) Unscrew the air valve cap.
4) Connect a pressure gauge. Verify that the pre-charge pressure is correct. If it is low then the vessel pre-charge 

must be corrected by additional inflation of the diaphragm.
5) When the pre-charge pressure is correct replace the air valve cap and vent cover.

Figure 8.10: Pre-Charging a Pressure Vessel

8.4 General Maintenance and Repair
Disconnect all electrical equipment before starting on any maintenance jobs or checking the installation pressure 
and temperature. The pre-charge pressure should be checked and if necessary corrected during any maintenance 
work.

8.5 Diaphragm Replacement
To replace a diaphragm:

1) Empty the expansion tank
2) Remove the pre-charging by releasing the air vent.
3) Loosen the M8 screws fastening the flange
4) Remove the flange
5) Extract the diaphragm and replace it

8.6 Installing a Replacement Vessel
Read these instructions carefully before installing the product:

1) Make sure the product is in good condition. If the product is damaged do not start on installation but take it 
back to the seller for immediate replacement.

2) The product must be installed in the position (vertical or horizontal) specified in the technical specifications.
3) While the system is cold, measure the static pressure with a gauge, at the point where the tank has to be 

installed.

2 3

4
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4) Set the pre-charge pressure, using the procedure earlier in this section. Ensure that the pressure does not 
exceed the value specified in the procedure.

5) The appliance must be supplied with efficient and sufficient safety and control facilities, in particular the safety 
valve must be connected to the appliance and be free from interference and must be gauged to the quantity 
of fluid to be discharged. The safety valve should also be designed to ensure that the pressure does not 
permanently exceed the maximum tolerated pressure (a temporary pressure peak, limited to 10% of the 
maximum tolerated pressure, is allowed).

6) Make sure the cap of the valve is fitted tightly after pre-loading and that there is no leakage.
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9. Maintenance

9.1 General

ELECTRICAL HAZARD
• Before any service or maintenance work, disconnect the system from the power supply and wait at least 4 

minutes before starting work on the unit (the capacitors in the intermediate circuit are discharged by the 
internal discharge resistors)

The pump set does not require any special maintenance, but some periodic checks are essential.

Check list:

1) Make sure that the cooling fan and vents are free from dust
2) Make sure that the ambient temperature is correct according to the limits of the pump set
3) Make sure that qualified personnel perform all modifications to the pump set
4) Make sure that the unit is disconnected from the power supply before any work is carried out. Always consider 

the pump and motor instruction.
5) The electric panels and frequency converters do not require any maintenance
6) Pressure vessels: see separate instructions and ensure the pre-charge is checked at least once a year.

9.2 Check the Functions and Parameters
If the hydraulic system is changed then follow this procedure:

1) Make sure that all functions and parameters are correct
2) Adjust the functions and parameters if necessary.
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10. Troubleshooting

WARNING
• The maintenance and repair operations must be performed by qualified personnel
• Before servicing the pump set, disconnect the power supply and make sure there is no pressure in the 

hydraulic components
• Wait at least 4 minutes before starting work on or in the unit. The capacitors in the intermediate circuit are 

discharged by the internal discharge resistors.

The frequency inverter records the previous alarms triggered. Refer to the inverter operating instructions for the 
types of malfunctions and directions on how to check the previous alarms triggered.

Table 10.3: Troubleshooting Checklists
Symptom Cause Solution

Pump set is off Power supply disconnected Connect power supply

Switch is in OFF position Set switch to ON

Motor does not start Power supply disconnected Connect power supply

Triggering of motor thermal protection Eliminate malfunction and reset the 
switch

Defective motor Repair or replace the motor

Frequent start up and 
stops

Defective pressure vessel Repair or replace the pressure vessel

Incorrect pressure vessel pre-charge Set the new pre-charge according to 
the set point of the pump set

Pre-charge pressure in vessel is zero The vessels must be pre-charged

The pump speed 
increases and 
decreases without 
stop, and with no 
water consumption

Water leaking through the non-return 
valve

Check the hydraulic system and check 
the valve

Pressure vessel damaged Check, repair and replace

The motor runs but no 
water is delivered

No water on suction side or inside 
pump

Fill (prime) the pump and suction 
pipework. Open the on-off valves.

Air in suction pipework or pump Bleed the pump, check the suction 
connections.

Loss of pressure on the suction side Check the NPSH and, if necessary, 
modify the system

Check valve blocked Check the valve

Clogged pipe Clean the pipe

Water leaking from 
pump

Defective mechanical seal Replace the mechanical seal

Undue mechanical stress on pump Support the pipes

Too noisy Water return when pump stops Check the non-return valve

Cavitation Check suction line

Pump rotation hindered Check for undue mechanical stress on 
pump
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The unit does not 
generate the desired 
pressure

Pumps rotating in wrong direction Check the correction connection to the 
motor by exchanging 2 leads

On-off valves closed Open the valves

Air in the suction pipe 1) Eliminate the air
2) Prime the pumps

Excessive suction lift Reduce the suction lift

Excessive flow resistance on suction 
side

Increase the diameter of the pipes

Foot valve damaged Replace the foot valve

Excessive flow resistance in delivery 
pipes, or valve, or both

Reduce water leaks

Triggering of general 
system protection 
(fuses)

Short circuit 1) Check the connection cable
2) Check the motor

Triggering of 
differential protection

Motor is damaged Replace the motor

The power cable of the motor is faulty 
or worn

Replace the cable

The RCD breaker is not compliant to 
specifications

Replace the RCD

Residual current too high Electrical installation should be 
modified by qualified personnel

Pump runs at 
maximum speed 
without stopping

Pressure set point not suitable for the 
system (the value is higher than the 
pump is able to deliver)

Set new set point according to pump 
performance

Sensor is not connected or damaged Check the hydraulic and electrical 
connection of the sensor

Only one pump 
operating

Pumps have different settings Check the inverter settings

There is demand for 
water, but pump does 
not start

Set point is set to zero 1) Check frequency inverter settings
2) Adjust the set point

Symptom Cause Solution
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11. Wiring Diagram - VG2 Twin Pump

Figure 11.11: Sheet 1 of 8

QS
SEZIONE PE
PE SECTION
SECTION PE
PE-SCHNITT
SECCIÓN DE PE
SEcÇÃO DE PE
SUOJAJOHTIMEN LÄPIMITTA
DOORSNEDE PE
BESKYTTELSESLEDERENS TVÆRSNIT
BESKYTTELSESLEDERENS SNITT
SKYDDSLEDARENS TVÄRSNITT
PEقسم 

SEZIONE FASE
PHASE SECTION
SECTION PHASE
PHASENSCHNITT
SECCIÓN DE FASE
SEcÇÃO DE FASE
VAIHEJOHTIMEN LÄPIMITTA
DOORSNEDE FASE
FASELEDERENS TVÆRSNIT
FASELEDERENS SNITT
FASLEDARENS TVÄRSNITT
قسم المرحلة
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Figure 11.12: Sheet 2 of 8
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Figure 11.13: Sheet 3 of 8

1FU1

1QS

QF1-2 2

Ue=230 V1BL1 LVM20 A240

2X1 Cabur CBC.2 2.5 mm²

/PE 1 / 4 mm²

LOVATO

SN201L C6
SN201L C10

Sensitivity

COM MAX MIN

ON

A1 A2 COM NO

NC

BL1

140690170

109898380
LVM20A240 + 3EL

CONTROLLO LIVELLO
LACK OF WATER
CONTRÔLE NIVEAU
WASSERMANGEL
CONTROL DE NIVEL
FALTA DE ÁGUA
TASON TUNNISTIN
WATERGEBREK
NIVEAUDETEKTOR
NIVÅDETEKTOR
NIVÅKONTROLL
مستوى التحكم

Q.TA'
Q.TY
QTÉ
MENGE
CAD.
Q.DE
MÄÄRÄ
AANT.
MÆNGDE
ANT.
ANTAL
الجودة 

DESCRIZIONE
DESCRIPTION
DESCRIPTION
BESCHREIBUNG
DESCRIPCIÓN
DESCRIÇÃO
KUVAUS
BESCHRIJVING
BESKRIVELSE
BESKRIVELSE
BESKRIVNING
الوصف

CODE
COSTRUTTORE
MANUFACTORER
CONSTRUCTEUR
HERSTELLER
FABRICANTE
FABRICANTE
VALMISTAJA
FABRIKANT
PRODUCENT
PRODUSENT
TILLVERKARE
جهة التصنيع

TIPO
TYPE
TYPE
TYP
TIPO
TIPO
TYYPPI
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYP
النوع

DATI TECNICI
RATING DATA
CARACTÉRISTIQUES TECHNIQUES
TECHNISCHE DATEN
DATOS TÉCNICOS
DADOS TÉCNICO
STEKNISET TIEDOT
TECHNISCHE GEGEVENS
TEKNISKE SPECIFIKATIONER
TEKNISKE DATA
TEKNISKA DATA
بيانات فنية

INTERRUTTORE PRINCIPALE
MAIN SWITCH
INTERRUPTEUR GÉNÉRAL
HAUPTSCHALTER
INTERRUPTOR PRINCIPAL
INTERRUPTOR GERAL
PÄÄKYTKIN
HOOFDSCHAKELAAR
HOVEDAFBRYDER
HOVEDBRYTER
HUVUDSTRÖMBRYTARE
المفتاح العام

MORSETTO
TERMINAL
BORNE
KLEMME
LIITIN
KLEM
KLÄMMA
ملقط الأقطاب 

MORSETTO DI TERRA
EARTHING TERMINAL
BORNE DE TERRA
ERDUGSKLEMME
BORNE DE TIERRA
BORNE DE TERRA
AARDKLEM
MAADOITUSLIITÄNNÄLLÄ
JORDKLEMME
JORDINGSKLEMME
JORDNINGSANSLUTNING
TERMINAL الأرضي

INT.AUTOMATICO  1P+N
1P+N AUTOMATIC  CIRCUIT BREAKER
DISJONTEUR AUTOMATIQUE 1P+N
1P+N SCHUTZSCHALTER
INTERRUPTOR AUTOMATICO 1P+N
INTERRUPTOR DE COMANDO 1P+N AUTOMÁTICO
1P+N AUTOMAATTIKYTKIN
1P+N AUTOMATISCHE SCHAKELAAR
1P+N AUTOMATISK AFBRYDER
1P+N AUTOMATISK BRYTER
1P+N AUTOMATISK BRYTARE
1P+N آلي دائرة قاطع

MODULO SONDE CONTROLLO LIVELLO
PROBES FOR  LEVEL CONTROL
CONTROLE MANQUE D'EAU PAR SONDE DE NIVEAU
SONDEN ZUR FÜLLSTANDSKONTROLLE
SENSOREN VOOR NIVEAU SCHAKELAAR
PROBE MÓDULO DE CONTROLE DE NÍVEL
SONDA DE NIVEL DEL MODULO DE CONTROL
PROBER FÖR NIVÅREGLERING MODUL
SONDER TIL LEVEL CONTROL MODULE
PROBES FOR NIVÅSTYRING MODULE
دعم للوحدة مراقبة مستوى يبحث

In=6 A
In=10 A

Icn=4.5 kA
Ue=230 V
Ui=500 V

ABB

OT25F3 In=25 A

Ui=800 V

ABB

PORTAFUSIBILE
FUSE HOLDER
PORTE-FUSIBLE
SICHERUNGSHALTER
PORTAFUSIBLE
PORTA FUSÍVEL
SULAKEKOTELO
ZEKERINGHOUDER
SIKRINGSHOLDER
SIKRINGSHOLDER
SÄKRINGSHÅLLARE
حامل منصهر

SFR4 In=1 A
Ue=230 V

CABUR

002842950

10+2X2 Cabur CBC.2 2.5 mm²

1X3 Cabur CBC.2 2.5 mm²

FU1

3XC Cabur CONTC 01 1.5 mm²

SFR.4/D1A 4 mm²
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Figure 11.14: Sheet 4 of 8

ATTENZIONE

PRIMA DI INTERVENIRE SULL'INVERTER
O SUI CAVI MOTORE

ASSICURARSI DI AVER TOLTO TENSIONE
E ATTENDERE ALMENO 5 MINUTI

AFFINCHE I CONDENSATORI
POSSANO SCARICARSI

VERIFICARE

LA MANCANZA DI TENSIONE
PRIMA DI ESEGUIRE LAVORI

ESM1

LINEA ELETTRICA / POWER SUPPLY
LIGNE D'ALIMENTATION /
NETZANSCHLUSS
LÍNEA ELÉCTRICA / LINHA ELÉTRICA
SÄHKÖVERKKO /
STROOMVOORZIENING
STRØMFORSYNING / MATELEDNING
/ ELLEDNING
خط التيار الكهربائي

CONTROLLO LIVELLO / LACK OF WATER
CONTRÔLE NIVEAU / WASSERMANGEL / CONTROL

DE NIVEL
FALTA DE ÁGUA / TASON TUNNISTIN /

WATERGEBREK /
NIVEAUDETEKTOR / NIVÅDETEKTOR /

NIVÅKONTROLL
مستوى التحكم 

ESM2

ESM1 ESM2
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Figure 11.15: Sheet 5 of 8
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Figure 11.16: Sheet 6 of 8
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Figure 11.17: Sheet 7 of 8

L N

1x 230 V
 50/60 Hz

C

B

A

Sensitivity

COM MAX MIN

ON

A1 A2 COM NO

NC

BL1

Pressostato Min. pressione
Minimum pressure switch
Pressostat pression minimum
Mindestdruckwächter
Presostato de mínima
Pressostato de mínima
Alipainekatkaisin
Min. drukregelaar
Trykafbryder for min. tryk
Trykkbryter for min. trykk
Tryckvakt för min. tryck
مفتاح الضغط الأدنى

Galleggiante
Float switch
Flotteur
Schwimmerschalter
Flotador
Flutuador
Uimuri
Vlotterschakelaar
Flyder
Flottør
Flottör
مفتاح التعويم 

109898380
LVM20A240 + 3EL

Elettrosonde
Probes
Électrosondes
Elektrosonde
Electrosondas
Sondas elétricas
Sähköanturit
Voelers
Elektriske sonder
Elektriske sonder
Elsonder
مجسات كهربائي

LINEA ALIMENTAZIONE
POWER SUPPLY
LIGNE D'ALIMENTATION
NETZANSCHLUSS
LÍNEA ELÉCTRICA
LINHA ELÉTRICA
SÄHKÖVERKKO
STROOMVOORZIENING
STRØMFORSYNING
MATELEDNING
ELLEDNING
خط التيار الكهربائي

CONTROLLO LIVELLO
LACK OF WATER
CONTRÔLE NIVEAU
WASSERMANGEL
CONTROL DE NIVEL
FALTA DE ÁGUA
TASON TUNNISTIN
WATERGEBREK
NIVEAUDETEKTOR
NIVÅDETEKTOR
NIVÅKONTROLL
مستوى التحكم

230 V
 50/60Hz
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Figure 11.18: Sheet 8 of 8

L N

1x 230 V
 50/60 Hz

C

B

A

Sensitivity

COM MAX MIN

ON

A1 A2 COM NO

NC

BL1

Pressostato Min. pressione
Minimum pressure switch
Pressostat pression minimum
Mindestdruckwächter
Presostato de mínima
Pressostato de mínima
Alipainekatkaisin
Min. drukregelaar
Trykafbryder for min. tryk
Trykkbryter for min. trykk
Tryckvakt för min. tryck
مفتاح الضغط الأدنى

Galleggiante
Float switch
Flotteur
Schwimmerschalter
Flotador
Flutuador
Uimuri
Vlotterschakelaar
Flyder
Flottør
Flottör
مفتاح التعويم 

109898380
LVM20A240 + 3EL

Elettrosonde
Probes
Électrosondes
Elektrosonde
Electrosondas
Sondas elétricas
Sähköanturit
Voelers
Elektriske sonder
Elektriske sonder
Elsonder
مجسات كهربائي

LINEA ALIMENTAZIONE
POWER SUPPLY
LIGNE D'ALIMENTATION
NETZANSCHLUSS
LÍNEA ELÉCTRICA
LINHA ELÉTRICA
SÄHKÖVERKKO
STROOMVOORZIENING
STRØMFORSYNING
MATELEDNING
ELLEDNING
خط التيار الكهربائي

CONTROLLO LIVELLO
LACK OF WATER
CONTRÔLE NIVEAU
WASSERMANGEL
CONTROL DE NIVEL
FALTA DE ÁGUA
TASON TUNNISTIN
WATERGEBREK
NIVEAUDETEKTOR
NIVÅDETEKTOR
NIVÅKONTROLL
مستوى التحكم

230 V
 50/60Hz
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12. Wiring Diagram - VG3 Triple Pump

Figure 12.19: Sheet 1 of 10
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SECTION PHASE
PHASENSCHNITT
SECCIÓN DE FASE
SEcÇÃO DE FASE
VAIHEJOHTIMEN LÄPIMITTA
DOORSNEDE FASE
FASELEDERENS TVÆRSNIT
FASELEDERENS SNITT
FASLEDARENS TVÄRSNITT
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Figure 12.20: Sheet 2 of 10
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Figure 12.21: Sheet 3 of 10
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Figure 12.22: Sheet 4 of 10

1FU1

1QS

QF1-3 3

Ue=230 V1BL1 LVM20 A240

2X1 Cabur CBC.2 2.5 mm²

/PE 1 / 4-6 mm²

LOVATO

SN201L C6
SN201L C10

Sensitivity

COM MAX MIN

ON

A1 A2 COM NO

NC

BL1

140690170

109898380
LVM20A240 + 3EL

CONTROLLO LIVELLO
LACK OF WATER
CONTRÔLE NIVEAU
WASSERMANGEL
CONTROL DE NIVEL
FALTA DE ÁGUA
TASON TUNNISTIN
WATERGEBREK
NIVEAUDETEKTOR
NIVÅDETEKTOR
NIVÅKONTROLL
مستوى التحكم

Q.TA'
Q.TY
QTÉ
MENGE
CAD.
Q.DE
MÄÄRÄ
AANT.
MÆNGDE
ANT.
ANTAL
الجودة 

DESCRIZIONE
DESCRIPTION
DESCRIPTION
BESCHREIBUNG
DESCRIPCIÓN
DESCRIÇÃO
KUVAUS
BESCHRIJVING
BESKRIVELSE
BESKRIVELSE
BESKRIVNING
الوصف

CODE
COSTRUTTORE
MANUFACTORER
CONSTRUCTEUR
HERSTELLER
FABRICANTE
FABRICANTE
VALMISTAJA
FABRIKANT
PRODUCENT
PRODUSENT
TILLVERKARE
جهة التصنيع

TIPO
TYPE
TYPE
TYP
TIPO
TIPO
TYYPPI
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYP
النوع

DATI TECNICI
RATING DATA
CARACTÉRISTIQUES TECHNIQUES
TECHNISCHE DATEN
DATOS TÉCNICOS
DADOS TÉCNICO
STEKNISET TIEDOT
TECHNISCHE GEGEVENS
TEKNISKE SPECIFIKATIONER
TEKNISKE DATA
TEKNISKA DATA
بيانات فنية

INTERRUTTORE PRINCIPALE
MAIN SWITCH
INTERRUPTEUR GÉNÉRAL
HAUPTSCHALTER
INTERRUPTOR PRINCIPAL
INTERRUPTOR GERAL
PÄÄKYTKIN
HOOFDSCHAKELAAR
HOVEDAFBRYDER
HOVEDBRYTER
HUVUDSTRÖMBRYTARE
المفتاح العام

MORSETTO
TERMINAL
BORNE
KLEMME
LIITIN
KLEM
KLÄMMA
ملقط الأقطاب 

MORSETTO DI TERRA
EARTHING TERMINAL
BORNE DE TERRA
ERDUGSKLEMME
BORNE DE TIERRA
BORNE DE TERRA
AARDKLEM
MAADOITUSLIITÄNNÄLLÄ
JORDKLEMME
JORDINGSKLEMME
JORDNINGSANSLUTNING
TERMINAL الأرضي

INT.AUTOMATICO  1P+N
1P+N AUTOMATIC  CIRCUIT BREAKER
DISJONTEUR AUTOMATIQUE 1P+N
1P+N SCHUTZSCHALTER
INTERRUPTOR AUTOMATICO 1P+N
INTERRUPTOR DE COMANDO 1P+N AUTOMÁTICO
1P+N AUTOMAATTIKYTKIN
1P+N AUTOMATISCHE SCHAKELAAR
1P+N AUTOMATISK AFBRYDER
1P+N AUTOMATISK BRYTER
1P+N AUTOMATISK BRYTARE
1P+N آلي دائرة قاطع

MODULO SONDE CONTROLLO LIVELLO
PROBES FOR  LEVEL CONTROL
CONTROLE MANQUE D'EAU PAR SONDE DE NIVEAU
SONDEN ZUR FÜLLSTANDSKONTROLLE
SENSOREN VOOR NIVEAU SCHAKELAAR
PROBE MÓDULO DE CONTROLE DE NÍVEL
SONDA DE NIVEL DEL MODULO DE CONTROL
PROBER FÖR NIVÅREGLERING MODUL
SONDER TIL LEVEL CONTROL MODULE
PROBES FOR NIVÅSTYRING MODULE
دعم للوحدة مراقبة مستوى يبحث

In=6 A
In=10 A

Icn=4.5 kA
Ue=230 V
Ui=500 V

ABB

OT25F3
OT40F3

In= 25 A
In= 40 A
Ui= 800 V

ABB

PORTAFUSIBILE
FUSE HOLDER
PORTE-FUSIBLE
SICHERUNGSHALTER
PORTAFUSIBLE
PORTA FUSÍVEL
SULAKEKOTELO
ZEKERINGHOUDER
SIKRINGSHOLDER
SIKRINGSHOLDER
SÄKRINGSHÅLLARE
حامل منصهر

SFR4 In=1 A
Ue=230 V

CABUR

002842950
002842951

15+3X2 Cabur CBC.2 2.5 mm²

1X3 Cabur CBC.2 2.5 mm²

FU1

3XC Cabur CBC.2 2.5 mm²

SFR.4/D1A 4 mm²
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Figure 12.23: Sheet 5 of 10

ATTENZIONE

PRIMA DI INTERVENIRE SULL'INVERTER
O SUI CAVI MOTORE

ASSICURARSI DI AVER TOLTO TENSIONE
E ATTENDERE ALMENO 5 MINUTI

AFFINCHE I CONDENSATORI
POSSANO SCARICARSI

VERIFICARE

LA MANCANZA DI TENSIONE
PRIMA DI ESEGUIRE LAVORI

ESM1

LINEA ELETTRICA / POWER SUPPLY
LIGNE D'ALIMENTATION /
NETZANSCHLUSS
LÍNEA ELÉCTRICA / LINHA ELÉTRICA
SÄHKÖVERKKO /
STROOMVOORZIENING
STRØMFORSYNING / MATELEDNING
/ ELLEDNING
خط التيار الكهربائي

CONTROLLO LIVELLO / LACK OF WATER
CONTRÔLE NIVEAU / WASSERMANGEL / CONTROL

DE NIVEL
FALTA DE ÁGUA / TASON TUNNISTIN /

WATERGEBREK /
NIVEAUDETEKTOR / NIVÅDETEKTOR /

NIVÅKONTROLL
مستوى التحكم 

ESM2

ESM1 ESM2 ESM3

ESM3
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Figure 12.24: Sheet 6 of 10
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Figure 12.25: Sheet 7 of 10
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Figure 12.26: Sheet 8 of 10
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Figure 12.27: Sheet 9 of 10

L N

1x 230 V
 50/60 Hz

C

B

A

Sensitivity

COM MAX MIN

ON

A1 A2 COM NO

NC

BL1

Pressostato Min. pressione
Minimum pressure switch
Pressostat pression minimum
Mindestdruckwächter
Presostato de mínima
Pressostato de mínima
Alipainekatkaisin
Min. drukregelaar
Trykafbryder for min. tryk
Trykkbryter for min. trykk
Tryckvakt för min. tryck
مفتاح الضغط الأدنى

Galleggiante
Float switch
Flotteur
Schwimmerschalter
Flotador
Flutuador
Uimuri
Vlotterschakelaar
Flyder
Flottør
Flottör
مفتاح التعويم 

109898380
LVM20A240 + 3EL

Elettrosonde
Probes
Électrosondes
Elektrosonde
Electrosondas
Sondas elétricas
Sähköanturit
Voelers
Elektriske sonder
Elektriske sonder
Elsonder
مجسات كهربائي

LINEA ALIMENTAZIONE
POWER SUPPLY
LIGNE D'ALIMENTATION
NETZANSCHLUSS
LÍNEA ELÉCTRICA
LINHA ELÉTRICA
SÄHKÖVERKKO
STROOMVOORZIENING
STRØMFORSYNING
MATELEDNING
ELLEDNING
خط التيار الكهربائي

CONTROLLO LIVELLO
LACK OF WATER
CONTRÔLE NIVEAU
WASSERMANGEL
CONTROL DE NIVEL
FALTA DE ÁGUA
TASON TUNNISTIN
WATERGEBREK
NIVEAUDETEKTOR
NIVÅDETEKTOR
NIVÅKONTROLL
مستوى التحكم

230 V
 50/60Hz
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Figure 12.28: Sheet 10 of 10

L N

1x 230 V
 50/60 Hz

C

B

A

Sensitivity

COM MAX MIN

ON

A1 A2 COM NO

NC

BL1

Pressostato Min. pressione
Minimum pressure switch
Pressostat pression minimum
Mindestdruckwächter
Presostato de mínima
Pressostato de mínima
Alipainekatkaisin
Min. drukregelaar
Trykafbryder for min. tryk
Trykkbryter for min. trykk
Tryckvakt för min. tryck
مفتاح الضغط الأدنى

Galleggiante
Float switch
Flotteur
Schwimmerschalter
Flotador
Flutuador
Uimuri
Vlotterschakelaar
Flyder
Flottør
Flottör
مفتاح التعويم 

109898380
LVM20A240 + 3EL

Elettrosonde
Probes
Électrosondes
Elektrosonde
Electrosondas
Sondas elétricas
Sähköanturit
Voelers
Elektriske sonder
Elektriske sonder
Elsonder
مجسات كهربائي

LINEA ALIMENTAZIONE
POWER SUPPLY
LIGNE D'ALIMENTATION
NETZANSCHLUSS
LÍNEA ELÉCTRICA
LINHA ELÉTRICA
SÄHKÖVERKKO
STROOMVOORZIENING
STRØMFORSYNING
MATELEDNING
ELLEDNING
خط التيار الكهربائي

CONTROLLO LIVELLO
LACK OF WATER
CONTRÔLE NIVEAU
WASSERMANGEL
CONTROL DE NIVEL
FALTA DE ÁGUA
TASON TUNNISTIN
WATERGEBREK
NIVEAUDETEKTOR
NIVÅDETEKTOR
NIVÅKONTROLL
مستوى التحكم

230 V
 50/60Hz
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13. Lowara eSM Pump Drives

13.1 Specifications
Table 13.4: Motor Specification Table

e-SM Drive Model

103 105 107 111 115 303 305 307 311 315 322

Input

Input Frequency 50/60Hz ±2

Mains Supply LN L1 L2 L3

Nominal Input Voltage 208-240V ±10% 208-240V / 380-460V ±10% 380-4
60V 
±10%

Max Input Current 
Continuous (A)

2.3 3.3 4.4 6.3 8.6 - - - - - -

PDS Efficiency Class IES2

Output

Min-Max Speed (rpm) 800-3600 rpm

Leakage Current < 3.5mA

I/O auxilliary + 15VDC 
power supply (mA)

Imax < 40

Fault signal relay 1 × NO Vmax < 250 [VAC]. Imax 
< 2A

2 × NO Vmax < 250 [VAC]. Imax < 2A

Electromagnetic 
compatibility

Installations must comply with EMC Good Practice Guidelines

Sound pressure LpA 
[dB(A)]

< 62 @ 3000rpm
< 66 @ 300rpm

Insulation class Class 155 F

Enclosure rate IP55 Enclosure Type 1
Protect product from direct sunlight and rainfall

Relative humidity (storage 
and operating)

5% - 95% RH

Storage temperature -25 - 65°C

Operating temperature -20 - 50°C

Air pollution Pollution Degree 2

Altitude Max 1000m ASL. For installation over 1000m, de-rating may occur
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13.2 Terminal Connections
Figure 13.29: Terminal Connections Diagram

Table 13.5: I/O Terminals
Item Terminals Number Description Comments

Fault Signal C 4 In case of power 
wires: use M20 
cable glandNo 5

Auxiliary Voltage 
Supply

15V 6 Voltage supply 15VDC, 100mA

Analogue 0-10V P2IN/S+ 7 Actual value voltage 0-10 VDC

P2C/S- 8 Ground for external 
sensor or eternal 
speed control

GND, electronic 
ground (for S+)

External Pressure 
Sensor

P1+ 9 Voltage supply 15VDC 100mA

P1- 10 Actual value current 4-20mA

External Start/Stop START 11 External ON/OFF 
input

Default short 
circuited. Pump is 
enabled to RUN.

STOP 12 Ground for external 
ON/OFF input

External Lack of 
Water

LOW+ 13 External lack of 
water

Default short 
circuited. Lack of 
water detection 
enabled.LOW- 14 Ground for external 

lack of water

Communication Bus B1 15 RS485 port 1: 
RS485 -1N

ACT, HCS control 
mode: RS485 port 1 
for external 
communication. 
MSE, MSY control 
mode: RS 485 port 
1 for multi-pump 
systems

A1 16 RS485 port 1: 
RS485 -1P

GND 17 GND, electronic 
ground

Communication Bus B2 18 RS485 port 2: 
RS485 -2N

RS 485 power 2 for 
external 
communication

A2 19 RS485 port 2: 
RS485 -2P

GND 20 GND, electronic 
ground
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13.3 Programming the Controller
NOTE: Read and follow the instructions carefully before your start programming. This is to prevent incorrect settings 
which cause malfunction. All modifications must be done by qualified technicians.

Figure 13.30: eSM Drive Control Panel

N
o. Description Function

1 Communication 
LED

Green when selected control protocol is activated and functioning.

2 Power LED When green LED is lit, the pump is supplied with power and the electronic devices are 
operative.

3 Unit of measure 
LEDs

Switch between Speed and Head display

4 Speed LED bar Composed of 10 LEDs, each representing a 10% step from 10% to 100% of the 
interval between absolute minimum and maximum speed parameter values. LEDs are 
lit if the motor is running and its speed reaches the specific % step represented. If the 
motor is running and its speed is lower than the absolute minimum, the first LED 
blinks. The the motor is stopped, all arc LEDs are off.
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13.4 Display

5 Status LED Not lit: pump stopped or disabled
Green: pump running
Orange/Green Alternating: non-blocking alarm is detected while the pump is running
Orange: non-blocking alarm detected while the pump is stopped
RED: a blocking error is detected and the pump is stopped (pump motor not running)

6 Numeric display OFF: Contacts 11,12 not short circuited
STP: [STOP mode] pump is manually stopped
ON: on for a few seconds, pump is not in STOP Mode and contacts 11, 12 are 
short-circuited. This indicates pump is on and motor will start depending on control 
mode

7 - Decrease the selected value

8 Start/Stop Start/Stop Pump. Long press = switch to Parameter Selection and back

9 + Increase the selected value

Display Mode Description

OFF OFF Contacts 11 and 12 are not short-circuited. Note: lower display priority than STOP mode.

STP STOP Pump stopped manually.
If the pump is switched on after setting P04 = OFF it is stopped so that the motor is not in 
operation, and STP flashes (STP -> STP).
To manually stop the pump
• Example A: HCS, MES, MSY control modes with initial required value (head) of 4.20 

bar and minimum value 0.5 bar. 4.20 BAR -> on/off press -> STP once
• Example B: ACT control mode with initial required value (speed) of 200 10×RPM 

and minimum value 80 10×RPM 200 10×RPM -> on/off press -> STP once

ON ON Pump on; the motor starts following the selected control mode.
It appears for a few seconds when contacts 11 and 12 are short circuited and the pump is 
not in STOP mode.
To manually set the pump to ON mode:
• Example A: HCS, MES, MSY control modes that reach a required value (head) of 

4.20 bar, starting with a minimum value of 0.5 bar after manual stop
Display reads: STP -> ON/OFF press -> Display reads: ON -> once, and after 
a few seconds... -> Display reads: 4.20 BAR

• Example B: ACT control mode that reaches a requested value (speed) of 200 
10xRPM, starting with a minimum value of 80 10×RPM after manual stop:
Display reads: STP -> ON/OFF press -> Display reads: ON -> once, and after 
a few seconds...Display reads: 200 10 x RPM

N
o. Description Function
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13.5 Parameters
Table 13.6: Status Parameters

N
o. Parameter Type Unit Description

P0
1

Required value Ready only bar/psi/
rpm×1
0

This parameter shows the SOURCE and the VALUE of the 
active required value.
Visualization cycles between SOURCE and VALUE occur 
every 3 seconds.
SOURCES:P02
• SP (SP): internal required value set point related to the 

control mode selected.
• VL (UL): external required value speed set point 

related to 0-10V input.
VALUE can represent a Speed or a Head, depending on the 
selected control mode:
in case of Head, the unit of measure is defined by parameter 
P41.

P0
2

Effective required 
value

Ready only bar Active required value calculated based on parameters P58 
and P59.
This parameter is effective only in control modes MSE or 
MSY.

P0
3

Regulation restart 
value [0-100]

Global % It defines the start value after the stop of the pump, as a 
percentage of the P01 value. If the required value is met and 
there is no further consumption, then the pump stops. The 
pump starts again when the pressure drops below P03.
P03 is valid when:
• Different from 100% (100%=off)
• The control mode is HCS, MSE or MSY.
Default: 100%.

P0
4

Auto-start 
[OFF-ON]

Global If P04 = ON, then the pump starts automatically following a 
power supply disconnection.
If the pump is switched on after setting P04 = OFF, it 
isstopped so that the motor is not in operation, and STP 
flashes (STP -> STP).
Default: ON.

P0
5

Operating time 
months

Ready only This parameter shows the total operating time months, to be 
added to P06.

P0
6

Operating time 
hours

Ready only hours This parameter shows the total operating time hours, to be 
added to P05.

P0
7

Motor time 
months

Ready only This parameter shows the total operating time months, to be 
added to P08.

P0
8

Motor time hours Ready only hours This parameter shows the total operating time hours, to be 
added to P07.
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Table 13.7: Settings Parameters

P0
9

1st error Ready only This parameter stores the last error occurred in 
chronological order.
The information displayed switches through the values:
• (Exx): xx indicates the error code
• (Hyy): yy is the value of hours referred to P05-P06 

when the error Exx happened
• (Dww): ww is the value of days referred to P05-P06 

when the error Exx happened
• (Uzz): zz is the value of weeks referred to P05-P06 

when the error Exx happened
Example of visualisation: E04 -> K10 -> d03 -> U15

P1
0

2nd error Ready only Saves the penultimate error in chronological occurred.Other 
characteristics: like P09

P1
1

3rd error Ready only Saves the third from the last error in chronological occurred. 
Other characteristics: like P09.

P1
2

4th error Ready only Saves the fourth from the last error in chronological 
occurred. Other characteristics: like P09

P1
3

Power module 
temperature

Ready only °C Temperature of the power module.

P1
4

Inverter current Ready only A This parameter shows the actual current supplied by the 
frequency converter.

P1
5

Inverter voltage Ready only V This parameter shows the actual estimated input voltage of 
the frequency converter.

P1
6

Motor speed Ready only rpm×1
0

This parameter shows the actual motor rotational speed.

P1
7

Software version Ready only This parameter shows the Control Board software version.

N
o. Parameter Description

P2
0

Password 
[0-999]

The user can enter here the system password, which gives access to all system 
parameters: this value is compared with the one stored in P22.When a correct 
password is entered, the system remains unlocked for 10 minutes.

P2
1

Jog mode 
[MIN-MAX]

It deactivates the internal controller of the unit and forces the actual Control Mode 
(ACT): the motor starts and the value of P21 becomes the temporary ACT set point. It 
can be changed by just entering a new value on P21 without confirming it; otherwise, it 
causes immediate exit from temporary control.

P2
2

System 
password 
[1-999]

This is the system password, and must be the same as the password entered in P20. 
Default: 66.

P2
3

Lock function 
[OFF, ON]

By using this function, the user can lock or unlock parameter setting in the main 
menu.When ON, enter the P20 password to change the parameters.Default: ON.

N
o. Parameter Type Unit Description
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Table 13.8: Drive Configuration Parameters
N
o. Parameter Type Unit Description

P2
5

Control mode 
[ACT, HCS, 
MSE, MSY]

This parameter sets the Control Mode (default value: HCS). Options as 
follows
• ACT: Actuator mode
• HCS: Hydrovar® Controller mode for Single pump.
• ACT: Actuator mode
• MSE: Hydrovar Controller mode for multiple pumps in Serial 

Cascade.
• MSY: Hydrovar® Controller mode for Multiple pumps in 

Synchronous Cascade.
For more information, see

P2
6

Max RPM set 
[ACT set-Max 
Depending on 
the type of 
pump used]

Globa
l

10 × 
rpm

Maximum pump speed setup.

P2
7

Min RPM set 
[Min*÷ACT set]

Globa
l

10 × 
rpm

Minimum pump speed setup.

P2
8

Ramp 1 [1-250] Globa
l

s This parameter adjusts the fast acceleration time.It affects the control 
of the pump for HCS, MSE and MSY control modes.Default: 3 s.

P2
9

Ramp 2 [1-250] Globa
l

s This parameter adjusts the fast deceleration timeIt affects the control of 
the pump for HCS, MSE and MSY control modes.Default: 3 s.

P3
0

Ramp 3 [1-999] Globa
l

s This parameter adjusts the slow acceleration.It determines:
• The Hydrovar adjustment speed, in case of small flow rate 

variations
• The constant outgoing pressure
The ramp depends on the system being controlled, and affects the 
control of the pump in HCS, MSE and MSY modes.Default: 35 s

P3
1

Ramp 4 [1-999] Globa
l

s  This parameter adjusts the slow deceleration time.
 Other characteristics: as for Ramp 3.

P3
2

Ramp Speed 
Min 
Acceleration 
[2.0-25.0]

Globa
l

s This parameter sets the fast acceleration time.
It represents the acceleration ramp used by the Hydrovar controller 
until the minimum speed of the pump is reached (P27).
It affects the control of the pump for HCS, MSE and MSY control 
modes.
Default: 2.0 s.

P3
3

Ramp Speed 
Min 
Deceleration 
[2.0-25.0]

Globa
l

s This parameter sets the fast deceleration time.
It represents the deceleration ramp used by the controller for stopping 
the pump once the minimum speed of the pump is reached (P27).

It affects the control of the pump for HCS, MSE and MSY control 
modes. Default: 2.0s
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Table 13.9: Sensor Configuration Parameters

P3
4

Speed Min 
Configuration 
[STP, SMI]

Globa
l

This parameter defines the operation of the Hydrovar controller once 
the minimum speed of the pump is reached (P27):
• (STP): once the required pressure is reached and no further 

request is made, the pump speed decreases to the selected P27 
value: Hydrovar then keeps running for the selected time interval 
(P35), and then stops automatically.

• (SMI): once the required pressure is reached and no further 
request is made, the pump speed decreases to the selected P27 
value: Hydrovar continues running at the same speed. This 
parameter affects the control of the pump for HCS, MSE and 
MSY control modes.

P3
5

Smin time 
[0-100

Globa
l

s This parameter sets the time delay before a shut-off below P27 occurs.
It is only used by the Hydrovar controller if P34 = STP.It affects the 
control of the pump for HCS, MSE and MSY control modes.
Default: 0 s.

P3
6

Window 
[0-100]

Globa
l

% This parameter sets the ramp control interval, as a percentage of the 
pressure set point.
It is used to define the range of pressures, around the set point, in 
which the Hydrovar® controller uses slow acceleration and 
deceleration ramps instead of fast ones.
It affects the control of the pump for HCS, MSE and MSY control 
modes.
Default: 10%.

P3
7

Hysteresis 
[0-100]

Globa
l

% This parameter sets the slow ramp hysteresis, as a percentage of 
P36.It helps define the pressure range, around the setpoint, in which 
Hydrovar® goes from slow acceleration ramp (P28) to slow 
deceleration ramp (P29).
This parameter affects the control of the pump for HCS, MSE and MSY 
control modes.
Default: 80%.

P3
8

Speed Lift 
[0-MAX]

Globa
l

10 × 
rpm

This parameter sets the speed limit after which the linear increase of 
the actual require value starts (P02), until the total increase (P39) at 
maximum speed (P26).
Default: P27.

P3
9

Lift Amount 
[0-200]

Globa
l

% This parameter sets the increase value of the actual required value 
(P02) at the maximum speed (P26), measured as a percentage of the 
required value (P01).
It determines the increase of the required pressure set, useful to 
compensate for flow resistances at high flow rates.
Default: 0.

N
o. Parameter Unit Type Description

P4
1

Pressure 
Sensor Unit Of 
Measure [BAR, 
PSI]

bar/psi Global This parameter sets the unit of measure (BAR, PSI) or the 
pressure sensor.
It affect the head view LED parameter. Default: bar.

N
o. Parameter Type Unit Description
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P4
2

Pressure 
Sensor Full 
Scale - 4-20mA 
[0.0-25.0 bar] / 
0.0-363 psi]

bar/psi Global This parameter sets the Full Scale value of the 4-20mA 
pressure sensor connected to analogue input 9 and 10. Default: 
depending on the type of pump.

P4
4

Zero Pressure 
Auto-Calibratio
n

bar/psi This parameter lets the user perform the initial auto-calibration 
of the pressure sensor.It is used to compensate for the offset 
signal of the sensor at zero pressure caused by the tolerance of 
the sensor itself. Procedure:
1) Access P44 when the hydraulic system is at 0 pressure 

(no water inside), or with the pressure sensor discon-
nected from the piping: the actual value of 0 pressure is 
displayed

2) Start the auto-calibration by pressing + or -
3) At the end of the auto-calibration, the 0 (zero) pressure is 

displayed, or the “---“ (---) message, if the sensor signal is 
out of the permitted tolerance

P4
5

Pressure 
Minimum 
Threshold 
[0-42]

bar/psi Global Setting the minimum pressure threshold.If the system pressure 
falls below this threshold for the time set in P46, a low pressure 
error E14 is generated. Default: 0 bar.

P4
6

Pressure 
Minimum 
Threshold - 
Delay Time 
[1-100]

Global Time delay setup. This parameter sets the time delay during 
which the unit remains idle with a system pressure below P45, 
before generating the low pressure error E14. Default: 2 s.

P4
7

Pressure 
Minimum 
Threshold - 
Automatic 
Error Reset 
[OFF,ON]

Global Enabling/disabling of automatic unit attempts in case of low 
pressure error.Default: ON.

P4
8

Lack of Water 
Switch Input 
[DIS, ALR, 
ERR]

N/A This parameter enables/disables the management of the lack of 
input water
It defines the behaviour of the unit when the lack of water input 
is enabled and the switch is open:
• (DIS): the unit doesn’t manage the information coming 

from the "lack of water" input
• (ALr): the unit reads the "lack of water" Input (enabled) and 

reacts, at the opening of the switch, by displaying the 
corresponding alarm A06 on the display, and keeping the 
motor running

• (Err): Err, the unit reads the Lack Of Water Input (enabled) 
and reacts, at the opening of the switch, by stopping the 
motor and generating the corresponding error E11. The 
error condition is removed when the switch closes again 
and the motor is started.

Default: ERR

P5
0

Communicatio
n protocol 
[MOD, BAC]

This parameter selects the specific protocol on the 
communication port:
• NOD (MOD): Modbus RTU
• BAC (BAC): BACnet MS/TPDefault: MOD

N
o. Parameter Unit Type Description
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13.6 Multi-pump configuration parameters
All these parameters affect MSE and MSY control modes.

P5
1

Communicatio
n protocol - 
Address 
[1÷247]/[0÷127
]

This parameter sets the desired address for the unit, when 
connected to an external device, depending on the protocol 
selected in P50:
• MOD: any value in the 1÷247 range
• BAC: any value in the 0÷127 range

P5
2

Comm Protocol 
– BAUDRATE 
[4.8, 9.6, 14.4, 
19.2, 38.4, 
56.0, 57.6 
KBPS]

kbps This parameter sets the desired baud rate for the 
communication port.Default: 9.6 kbps.

P5
3

BACnet Device 
ID Offset 
[0÷999]

This parameter sets the hundreds, tens and units of the BACnet 
Device ID.Default: 002.Device ID default: 84002

P5
4

Comm Protocol 
– Configuration 
[8N1, 8N2, 
8E1, 801]

This parameter sets the length of the data bits, the parity and 
the length of the STOP bits.

N
o. Parameter Unit Description

P5
5

Multipump – Address [1-3] This parameter sets the address of each pump based on the 
following criteria:
• Each pump needs an individual pump address (1-3)
• Each address may only be used once
Default: 1

P5
6

Multipump – Max Units [1-3] 
[G]

This parameter sets the maximum number of pumps operating 
at the same time. Default: 3

P5
7

Multipump – Switch Interval 
[0-250] [G]

h This parameter sets the automatic switch interval for automatic 
change-over of the MASTER pump and the assist pumps. As 
soon as the set time is reached, the next pump becomes the 
MASTER pump and the meter restarts, ensuring a balanced 
distribution of the operating hours amongst all pumps. Default: 
24 h.

P5
8

Multipump – Actual Value 
Increase [0.0-25.0 BAR] / 
[0.0-363PSI] [G]

bar/psi This parameter affects the calculation of P02, to improve the 
Multipump control. Default: 0.35 bar

P5
9

Multipump – Actual Value 
Decrease [0.0-25.0 BAR] / 
[0.0-363PSI] [G]

bar/psi This parameter affects the calculation of P02, to improve the 
multi-pump control. Default: 0.15 bar

P6
0

Multipump – Enable Speed 
[P27-P26] [G]

rpm×10 This parameter sets the speed that a pump must reach before 
starting the next assist pump, after a system pressure drop 
below the difference between P02 and P59.Default: depending 
on the type of pump

N
o. Parameter Unit Type Description
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13.7 Test Run Configuration Parameters
Test Run is a function that starts the pump after the last stop, in order to prevent it from blocking.

13.8 Special Parameters

P6
1

Multipump Synchronous – 
Speed Limit [P27-P26] [G]

rpm×10 This parameter sets the speed limit below which the first assist 
pump stops.Default: depending on the type of pump

P6
2

Multipump Synchronous – 
Window [0-100] [G]

rpm×10 This parameter sets the speed limit for the stop of the next 
assist pump.Default: 150 rpm×10

P6
3

Multipump – Priority This parameter shows the pump priority value within the 
multi-pump set
This parameter displays the following information: (Pr1) .. (Pr3) 
or (Pr0) where
• Pr1 .. PR3, indicate that the pump is communicating with 

others pumps and its priority order, is equal to the 
visualized number

• Pr0 indicates that the pump does not detect the 
communication with other pumps and is considered alone 
in the multi-pump bus

P6
4

Multipump – Revision This parameter shows the multi-pump protocol revision value 
used

No. Parameter Unit of measure Description

P65 Test Run – Time Start [0÷100] 
[G]

h This parameter sets the time after 
which, once the pump has 
stopped for the last time, the Test 
Run will start.Default: 100 h

P66 Test Run – Speed [Min÷Max] 
[G]

rpmx10 This parameter sets the pump 
rotational speed for the Test 
Run.The Min and Max speeds 
depend on the pump type.Default: 
200 rpmx10

P67 Test Run – Time Duration 
[0÷180] [G]

s This parameter sets the duration 
of the Test Run.Default: 10 s

No. Parameters Unit of measure Description

P68 Default Values Reload 
[NO,rES]

If set to RES, after confirmation 
this parameter performs a factory 
reset that reloads the default 
parameter values

N
o. Parameter Unit Description
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13.9 Control Modes
Table 13.10: Drive Control Modes

P69 Avoid Frequent Parameters 
Saving [NO, YES]

This parameter limits the 
frequency with which the unit 
stores the required value P02 in 
the EEPROM memory, in order to 
extend its life.This could be 
particularly useful in applications 
with BMS control devices that 
require continuous variation of 
the value for fine tuning 
purposes. Default: NO

Code Name Description

ACT Actuator Mode A single pump maintains a fixed speed at any flow rate. ACT will always try to 
minimize the difference between the speed set point and the actual rotational 
speed of the motor
If a 0-10V signal is supplied to terminals 7 and 8, the pump automatically 
switches to ACT mode, following the external signal.
If the external signal is missing, the pump remains in ACT mode, using the 
value set as set point using the display

HCS Hydrovar Controller 
mode for Single 
pump.

The pump maintains a constant pressure at any flow rate: the Hydrovar 
algorithm, based on the set of parameters from P26 to P37, is implemented.
HCS mode must be set in conjunction with the use of an absolute reading 
pressure sensor installed in the hydraulic circuit, which supplies to the unit the 
pressure feedback signal: HCS will always try to minimize the difference 
between the pressure set point and the pressure feedback signal.

MSE Hydrovar Controller 
mode for multiple 
pumps in Serial 
Cascade.

Pumps are managed in series: only the last activated pump modulates the 
speed to maintain the set pressure, while all the others in operation rotate at 
the maximum speed.The set of pumps, connected to each other through the 
multi-pump protocol, maintains a constant pressure at any flow rate: the 
Hydrovar algorithm, based on the set of parameters from P26 to P37, is 
implemented.
MSE mode must be set in conjunction with the use of absolute reading 
pressure sensors, one for each pump, which supply to the set the pressure 
feedback signal: MSE will always try to minimize the difference between the 
pressure set point and the pressure feedback signal.
Using the multi-pump protocol, it is possible to connect up to 3 pumps, all of 
the same type and with the same power

MSY MSY: Hydrovar 
Controller mode for 
Multiple pumps in 
Synchronous 
Cascade

The pumps are synchronised: they all keep the set pressure and operate at the 
same speed.
Other characteristics: as for MSE mode.

No. Parameters Unit of measure Description
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13.10 Technical references
Figure 13.31: ACT Control Mode Diagram

Example: ACT control mode with analogue 0-10V input

Table 13.11: Descriptions
Grey area Missing input Voltage detection threshold

Speed [rpm] Actual speed relative to the 0-10V analogue input voltage value

Max P26 (Max RPM set)

Min P27 (Min RPM set)

Setpoint Example of Actual Speed related to a specific Vset Voltage value

Sby Input Voltage at which the motor goes in Stand By

Vin [V] Input Voltage value to control the pump in ACT mode. Different thresholds are managed by 
the pump, from Non-detection to Max speed)
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13.11 Example: Ramp Settings
Figure 13.32: Ramp settings

Table 13.12: Descriptions
1 P01 (Required Value)

2 P37 (Adjustment hysteresis) as a % of P36 (Adjustment window)

3 P36 (Adjustment window) as a % of P01 (Required Value)

4 P35 (Minimum speed - Duration)

5 P27 (Minimum speed)

6 Actual Head

7 Actual Speed

RA P32 (Acceleration ramp at start up)

RB P32 (Deceleration ramp at shut down)

R1 P28 (Ramp 1) - Fast ramp speed increase

R2 P29 (Ramp 2) - Fast ramp speed decrease

R3 P30 (Ramp 3) - Slow ramp speed increase

R4 P31 (Ramp 4) - Slow ramp speed decrease
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13.12 Example: Effective Required Value
Pumps activation in cascade modes:

1) Lead pump reaches its P60 (Enable Speed).
2) Actual value falls to the cut in-value of the 1st assist pump. The 1st assist pump switches on automatically. 

(Cut-in value = P01 (Required Value) - P59 (Actual Value Decrease))
3) A new required value, P02 (Effective Required Value) is calculated after the start up.

Calculation of Effective Required Value in Cascade Serial (MSE):

• K = number of active pumps
• Pr = pump priority
• P02 (Actual Required Value) = P01 (Required Value) + (K – 1) * P58 (Actual Value Increase) – (Pr – 1) * P59 

(Actual Value Decrease)

Calculation of Effective Required Value in Cascade Synchronous (MSY):

• K = number of active pumps (K ≥ Pr)
• P02 (Actual Required Value) = P01 (Required Value) + (K – 1) * (P58 – P59)

Behaviour of P58 (Actual Value Increase) and P59 (Actual Value Decrease):

• if P58 (Actual Value Increase) = P59 (Actual Value Decrease) → Pressure constant, independent of how many 
pumps are in operation.

• if P58 (Actual Value Increase) > P59 (Actual Value Decrease) → Pressure rises when assist pump switches 
on.

• if P58 (Actual Value Increase) < P59 (Actual Value Decrease) → Pressure decreases when assist pump 
switches on.

13.13 Troubleshooting
Table 13.13: Alarm Codes

Table 13.14: Error Codes

Code Description Cause

A03 Derating Temperature too high

A05 Data memory alarm Data memory corrupted

A06 LOW alarm Lack of water detection (if P48 = ALR)

A15 EEPROM write failure Data memory damaged

A20 Internal alarm

A30 Multi-pump connection alarm Corrupted multi-pump connection

A31 Loss of multi-pump connection Loss of multi-pump connection

Code Description Cause

E01 Internal communication error Internal communication lost

E02 Motor overload error High motor current

E03 DC-bus overvoltage error DC-bus over-voltage

E04 Trip control error Motor stall

E05 EEPROM Data memory error EEPROM Data memory corrupted

E06 Grid voltage error Voltage supply out of operating range
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E07 Motor winding temperature error Motor thermal protection trip

E08 Power module temperature error Frequency converter thermal protection trip

E09 Generic Hardware error Hardware error

E10 Dry-run error Dry run detection

E11 LOW error Lack of water detection (if P48= ERR)

E12 Pressure sensor error Missing pressure sensor (not present in ACT)

E14 Low pressure error Pressure below minimum threshold (not present in ACT)

E30 Multi-pump protocol error Incompatible multi-pump protocol

Code Description Cause
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